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1 Executive Summary:
The overall aim of the ASSET (ASsessing SEnsitiveness to Transport) project is to develop the
scientific and methodological capabilities in order to support implementation of European
policies aiming at balancing the environmental protection of Sensitive Areas. WP3 Mapping
transport and related sensitive areas in the EU deals with the operationalisation of the criteria for
transport sensitivity and impacts, as defined in D2. This paper reports the findings of task 3.1, a
Review on spatial approaches, mapping examples and available data sets at EU level. The
outcomes of this task will guide further work in WP3, targeted at mapping of the proposed
criteria and indicators on transport sensitive areas (TSA’s) and impacts from transport activities
at pan European level, utilising existing maps and statistical data.
The objective of this deliverable is to provide an overview of existing mapping and assessment
approaches and to give examples of these in order to provide best practice examples and to guide
the ongoing work within ASSET. Furthermore, it provides an overview of existing geographical
data sets and their accessibility and applicability with respect to pan European mapping.
The first step was a structured literature survey of peer reviewed publications within core topics
of impacts and sensitiveness to transport as outlined in deliverable D1 and the draft version of
deliverable D2. The search for literature provided more than 1300 articles inside these topics. A
critical review of these publications according to their relevance with respect to the criteria
defined in ASSET and the mapping presented greatly reduced their number to 44. A few
supplementary articles have been added from citations found. These 44 made up the final
selection and have undergone an in-depth review, documented in an evaluation spreadsheet,
listing the criteria addressed for each article. Most of the approaches found that way where indepth scientific studies, mainly due to the fact that selection criteria have been peer-reviewed
publications. The mappings displayed thus in most cases have the character of narrow studies and
not broad integrated approaches.
For selection of best practise examples, the articles have been supplemented further with other
publications, i.e. reports and articles provided by the partners or found via search on the
Worldwide Web. This search resulted in a lot of publications with a broader aim and examples of
wall to wall pan European mapping. A selection is presented in this report, displaying many
different kinds of maps and their application within the topics of ASSET. Maps thus are a strong
way of communicating results to stakeholders and the public.
The scan and retrieval of data available for pan European mapping exercises revealed a
considerable number of high resolution maps suitable for production of map examples. The
results have been documented as a spreadsheet, containing essential sets of metadata.
Furthermore, it could be realised that the number and quality of map data available is constantly
increasing, both with regard to coverage of existing maps and the release of new maps or maps
harmonised from national mapping tasks. Main data gaps seem to be within data on meteorology
and air quality, as they only exist in rather coarse spatial resolution.
Finally, the visual quality of many of the map examples found is not satisfying, and this has
indeed to be an area of concern, as it greatly influences the communicative value of maps. The
6

potential for miss-interpretation by the reader or manipulation is obvious, and the map producer
as well as the reader will have to keep these in mind.
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2 Introduction
This document reports the findings of work package 3, task 3.1 within the EU project ASSET.
The aim of WP3 is to support identification and mapping of transport sensitive areas in a pan
European context. Based upon prior knowledge, the concept of transport sensitive areas has been
developed within the first work packages of ASSET (ref. D1). Afterwards, methods and
indicators for assessing sensitiveness and impacts originating from transport activities have been
developed within WP2 (ref. D2) in parallel with the literature survey documented in this report.
The focus of WP3 is to analyse, demonstrate and visualise the spatial implication of impacts from
transport activities in relationship to the distribution of sensitive areas. Hot-spots will be
highlighted as places where areas of high impact coincide with areas of high sensitivity. Figure 1
outlines the interrelationships of WP3 inside ASSET.
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Figure 1: Positioning of WP3

This report constitutes the outcome of the first task of WP3 – a state of the art review - pursuing
the following tasks:
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•

•

To collect knowledge on and provide a common basement for the forthcoming GIS and
mapping activities. The report should illustrate for all ASSET partners, and mainly those
involved in WP3, the state of the art regarding methods and applications of GIS and geospatial data within mapping of transport activities and transport sensitive areas (TSA’s).
To this, existing work and research published in fully refereed articles as well as other
‘grey’ publications as reports and WWW-pages will be collected and analysed.
Bridging the gap between WP2 and WP3. The focus of WP2 is the identification and
assessment of sensitiveness to transport related impacts, and sensitiveness of relevant
endpoints. In order to facilitate discussions in WP2, this report should contribute by
identifying possibilities for mapping indicators identified.

2.1 Background
Transport sensitive areas occur as combinations of sensitive areas and potentially particularly
transport affected areas. As defined in the report from ASSET WP2, a transport sensitive area
(TSA) is an area where the presence of a transport route deteriorates the quality of the area
clearly more than the presence of the same transport route in another area because the impacts
caused are particularly high (ref. ASSET D2). There is a high geographical variability in
transport related pressures and impacts as well as in the distribution of sensitive areas throughout
Europe. Recognising these spatial differences therefore is highly important for mapping TSA’s
and identifying hot spots in a pan European context. As explained in D2, p. 9 - the actual
transport volumes are not relevant for the definition of SA, TAA and TSA. But for policy
relevant TSA actual or planned transport volumes are relevant.
Several finished or on-going projects assess many aspects of sensitivity, related to impacts from
different means of transport and to endpoint as humans, ecosystems and the environment. Among
those are EU-projects modelling and mapping the spatial variability of flows for all means of
transport. As transportation usually takes place along transport routes (land & inland waters) or
corridors (air & sea) impacts will occur either on the route itself, in the surroundings or via
spreading of pollution over large regions or the entire globe. Those impacts which are global in
nature and related to ordinary policy measures are not relevant for the discussion of TSA’s – see
chapter 2.4 in ASSET - D2.
Concurrently, the degree of sensitiveness of areas often depends on local conditions as population
density, cultural history, ecology of habitats, soil, water flows, meteorological conditions or the
shape of the terrain. Due to this high importance of spatial relationships, mapping has to aim at
localise TSA from overlay of impacts from potential transport with relevant types of sensitivity.
Within recent years, data processing power and data storage capacity even of ordinary desktop
computers has increased tremendously. Increasing awareness has been gained regarding the
importance of spatial phenomenons and their interaction in space and time in environmental
research. This has led to data collection activities for creating of many new and more precise
geographical databases and maps, with increasing spatial resolution (finer grain size). Many of
these databases have been made available to the public or for research purposes, enabling more
detailed and in depth analysis regarding TSA’s.

9

3

Literature survey

A literature survey has been conducted to investigate the state-of-the-art concerning GIS-based
mapping, analysis and modelling sensitive areas, transport impacts and TSA’s. The main focus
has been on peer reviewed articles and major reports, and these were supplemented by other
‘grey’ literature and some project related Web-sites. An initial round of searches for all types of
literature was conducted during the second half of 2007, including some material provided by the
partners of ASSET. The outcome of this step mainly resulted in studies covering minor areas
and/or only one means of transportation or sensitivity. But it was rather poor in terms of wall to
wall covering approaches on a pan European level. Thus, a second round has been undertaken in
early 2008, following some of the citations referred to in the articles found during the first round.
This was supplemented by an in depth study of some major European research projects, which
came to our knowledge during the work on specifying drivers and impacts. Furthermore, a survey
of indicators developed by the EEA and a number of other national and international
organisations provided additional material, as far as this work concerned development of spatial
indicators, taking into account the geographical heterogeneity inside Europe.

3.1 Methods
The survey consists of two parts. The first part of this chapter consists of a search for and
structured evaluation of peer reviewed journal articles, providing an overview of methods used
and topics covered in recent scientific articles. The second part, the survey is extended to
including all types of publications in order to find best practise examples in order to give
recommendations for the ongoing mapping activities.
The search for scientific literature has been carried out using ISI Web of Science search engine,
which since the beginning of 2008 has become part of ISI Web of Knowledge search site. The
aimed to cover GIS and mapping in relation to impacts from transport on the environment and/or
sensitive areas, comparable to check one and check two as described in the ASSET report
deliverable D2. A pre-search has been conducted for each of the main topics addressed in order to
find search phrases and combinations most suitable for this task. These pre-search revealed to
most commonly used phrases and their coincidences. The entire searches for the three main
topics and the final combination of searches (ASSET #8) are shown in appendix A and will be
referred subsequently as:
•
•
•
•

ASSET #1
ASSET #2
ASSET #6
ASSET #8

GIS – map
Sensitivity - Vulnerability – Ecosystem
Transport - Environment – Sensitivity
Transport / traffic - Sensitive / vulnerability - GIS / map
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Table 1: Literature search conducted on ‘ISI Web of Knowledge’. Entire search in appendix A.

Search
ASSET 6

No.
#18

Hits
115

ASSET 8

#13

448

ASSET 8

#12

25

ASSET 8

#11

261

ASSET 8

#10

510

Search string
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact*
or emission*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS or map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS or
map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact*
or emission*) and GIS and mapping)
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact*
or emission*) and (GIS))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact*
or emission*) and (GIS or map))

total
1359
It turned out that the total number of 1359 hits still covered many irrelevant topics for this study,
even though the search strings had been narrowed to phrases closely related to the aim of this
survey. Furthermore, within the total number of 1359 references covered several papers turned up
more than once. One of the main dominating topics found, which clearly had nothing in common
with the objectives of ASSET, were papers on mapping transportation inside organisms and cells,
and sensitivity related to these processes. So the most promising ASSET relevant articles had to
be selected for in depth evaluation using title, keywords and abstracts and additionally should at
least show one map example. This selection resulted in 44 articles relevant for in depth analysis.,
For the evaluation, the research work documented within each paper should address at least two
of the three topics, i.e. transport mode, type of impact and/or endpoints chosen. With respect to
mapping exercises it is relevant to bring out the size and extend of area covered as well as the
‘grain size’ or spatial resolution of the maps produced. These five topics form the main themes
addressed in the evaluation scheme, which can be found in the appendix in chapter 7.1.2 together
with the full references in chapter 6.1.
Most of the articles selected were accessible on-line via NERI’s library system, the remaining
where ordered as paper copies or downloaded via a search on ‘Google Science’. For all of those,
the full article texts built the evaluation foundation. Only for a few papers full text versions could
not be ordered from other libraries in Denmark and hence the abstract has been used for
evaluation.

3.2 General results from survey of peer reviewed articles
The topics and sub-topics covered in the articles selected are displayed in table 1. There is a clear
dominance of road traffic, as this topic is addressed in about ¾ of all articles. Not all authors
mention explicitly whether they deal with passenger or freight transportation or both, so these
two figures should be interpreted with caution. Impacts due to air pollution are in focus, followed
by noise and infrastructure/land take which have to be judged as two sides of the same activity –
creating of infrastructure. Human endpoints and ecosystems including natural heritage are most
in focus, while recreation has only been include in one article.
Regarding geography, local studies are clearly in favour, opposite to regional approaches and
especially those covering very large areas. Most of the studies, those covering large areas too,
have been carried out with fine spatial resolution. So the preferred subjects are in depth studies of
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often very small areas, which probably is due to limitations in data availability and large costs for
extensive data collection. On the other side, this clearly limits the applicability of their finding
within even regional studies, not to mention a pan European mapping.
Table 2: Criteria covered by the 44 journal articles analysed. As some articles cover more than one
criterion, sums may be greater than the number of articles.
transport mode

impact type

geographical
coverage

endpoint

road

3
7

noise

1
0

human pop.

2
0

local

24

rail

7

air pollution

2
1

ecosystem

1
7

regional

15

air

4

water pollut.

4

recreation

1

continental

5

sea

3

soil pollut.

2

nat. heritage

9

Sum

44

inland water

2

infrastructure

8

cult. heritage

4

passenger

1
0

land take

8

Sum

5
1

freight

1
2

coast

0

spatial resolution

Sum

7
5

barrier

9

admin. unit

1

visual

1

fine

39

accidents

6

coarse

4

Sum

6
9

Sum

44

But what can the survey tell about combinations of transport mode, infrastructure and endpoints?
A total of 16 studies deal with air pollution from road transport, one other in relation to rail
transport and one additionally to road takes into account all other transport modes. This last study
is an article published as outcome of the EU FP5 project ‘TRENDS’, assessing environmental
pressure indicators caused by transport for EU 15 and thus having a widest geographical
coverage too. Half of the noise impact studies are related to road traffic, whilst two more mention
both road and rail and the remaining three are tied to other modes.
Infrastructure and land take have been addressed in relation to road transport five times, amongst
those in one together with rail transport, which additionally has been described for itself in one
single article. Predominately the same articles deal with barrier effects too, besides two others
who address collisions as accidents and barrier effects.
Research on noise is mainly related to the population with 5 out of ten articles, plus one
addressing both humans and ecosystems. Air pollution has is related to human population eight
times and to ecosystems 6 times, while ecosystems and natural heritage have been researched
12

according their impacts from land take, infrastructure and barrier effects six times. Five articles
deal with multiple stressors onto ecosystems as a combination of the two groupings previously
mentioned in this paragraph. Accidents are mainly mentioned as impact onto ecosystems and
nature, some times in combination with impacts on indirect humans via spill of poisonous
chemicals.
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4

Best practise examples

Based upon the survey carried out in chapter 3, example articles have been selected for each of
the main topics addressed in the evaluation table. This selection has been supplemented by
examples from reports and other literature found during the survey on a map examples. This
chapter provides a short summary of their content together with examples of map found.

4.1 Transport flows
During the past years, European transport network models have been developed within EU
research projects by international consortia for the European Commission. Assignment of
existing information on transport flows to the infrastructure networks requires intensive use of
GIS technology and spatial modelling. Furthermore, spatial models form the backbone when
linking together economic and impact models and during the formulation of scenarios for future
development of European transport. These models have come up with lots of spatial data on
transport infrastructure networks and flows as well as emissions and impacts and thus need to be
mentioned in this review. Anyhow, this is not the place for an in-depth description of these
models, but to give a very brief description and to present some of the pan European maps
produced.
The most recent project is called REFIT (Refinement and test of sustainability indicators and
tools with regard to European Transport policies), to be finalised by late 2008. REFIT aims at
supporting the monitoring of the implementation of the European transport policies by
developing a toolbox. The toolbox is built around the recently developed model TRANSTOOLS
and its integration with the environmental model TREMOVE and other auxiliary models. A more
comprehensive description of the toolbox and the sub-models can be found in D5.1 from REFIT
(Ivanova, O. 2007).
The TRANSTOOLS model describes passenger and freight, as well as intermodal transport for
all medium and long distance modes. The geoprocessing framework in TRANSTOOLS includes
a regional economic model, freight demand and trade models, a freight logistic model, passenger
demand modelling and an airport choice sub-model. Impact models furthermore cover economy,
safety and environment. (Nielsen, O. A. 2008) The modelling framework is rather complex and
one of the main task was to establish transportation infrastructure as interconnected networks,
taking data from a former EU project TEN-STAC as a basis. Afterwards, assignment and
modelling of travel times, congestions and flows of vehicles in tonnes/persons have been done.
Even though the TRANSTOOLS infrastructure network only covers the main networks and not
minor roads and local transportation, the map data produced by the project could be of major
importance for identification of policy relevant TSA’s in ASSET. The map in figure 2 displays
road transport flows as generated by the project for all major roads in Europe, including a major
part of Eastern Europe. The concentration of flows around the big cities and corridors as well as
differences between east and west are obvious. On the other hand, it looks like countries in
Western Europe and their borders can be distinguished, like the one between France and
Germany/BeNeLux countries. This does not necessary reflect the real situation, but is partly
14

caused by different levels of detail and classification of road types by the countries, resulting in a
more open road map in France compared to the neighbouring countries.
The TREMOVE model is a transport and emissions simulation model, designed to study effects
of different transport and environmental policies on emissions from the transport sector. It
models modes road, rail, air and maritime transport, covering the period 1995-2020 with yearly
intervals and for different policy scenarios. Another pan-European model of transport related air
emissions has been established some years ago under the TRANS project, assigning road,
railway, air and marine freight traffic emission to transport networks and harbours as well as
administrative units for the EU-15 countries (Giannouli, M. et al., 2005).
Moreover, the regional economic model CGEurope has been implemented in TRANSTOOLS
with some modifications. Figure 3 shows welfare effects due to changes occurring between two
of the scenarios. As information of transport demands and regional GDP is available for
administrative units only, the spatial entities used for this map are these units. It is clear, that the
spatial resolution is somewhat coarser than the transport network. An other example of maps at
different spatial scales and units is given by the maps published by Borge (2008), using both
grids and administrative units.

Figure 2: Map of transport flows assigned to transportation network by TRANS-TOOLS project:
‘Road assignment base year, vehicles per day’ (Burgess, A. et al. (2006))
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Figure 3: Map of impacts on regional welfare of the combined scenario in TRANS-TOOLS project,
allocated to administrative units (Burgess, A. et al. (2006))

4.2 Meteorology and air quality
4.2.1 Emissions and dispersal
Local studies allow detailed inventories of emission, driven by spatially explicit data on emission
sources. The majority of the articles found during the survey deals with this type of local studies,
requiring detailed data to drive the models. Some studies intend to provide tools for local traffic
induced air pollution and thus supporting local authorities and transport planners with maps and
visualisation tools, some times handling very small areas (Gulliver, J., 2004, Mavroulidou, M. et
al., 2003, Mavroulidou, M. et al., 2006, Wheeler, A.J., 2007). Other articles approach a regional
coverage for at least one town or a larger part of a city (Bachman, W., 2000, Borst, J. et al. 2008).
A paper regarding Prague’s environment is such a large scale study too, modelling approximately
1 km2 (Matejicek, L. et al., 2006). What makes the study interesting is its presentation of 3D
maps with air photos, overlain but building blocks and ozone concentrations interpolated.
In REFIT, Tilburg (NL) is chosen as prototypical situation for mapping exposure to NO2 and
PM10, modelled on the basis of local data and background values. Figure 4 shows the yearly
average NO2 concentration in Tilburg 2006 mapped with high spatial detail.
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Figure 4: NO2 concentration [μg/m3] (year average) in prototype Tilburg 2006 (REFIT D5.2 Borst, J. et al. 2008)

On the basis of the sum of the non urban emissions and (not scaled) urban emissions, the input
for the LOTOS EUROS is prepared. The input is supplemented with emissions from other
sources and result of the calculations for NO2 are shown in figure 5.
Concentrations shown in figure 5 indicate that shipping is the main source for
NO2 in the EU in 2020 and furthermore, cities outside the EU, where there are no emission
regulations, are also clearly visible (Borst, J. et al. 2008). A comparison with the map of transport
flows (figure 2) indicates that the same transport flow leads to greater emissions in Eastern
Europe. A comparison of the tree map in figures 2, 4 and 5 illustrate the importance of mapping
resolution and extend of area selected for the level of detail obtained by the modelling. Local
analyses can be carried out with high precision, while pan European assessments usually have to
choose a somewhat coarser resolution and grain size. Atmospheric modelling may require highly
demanding computations and can only be done at a rather coarse resolution, i.e. 15x30 km grid
size in the LOTOS EUROS model.
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Figure 5: Concentration NO2 (year average) in 2020 (scenario1) (REFIT D5.2 - Borst, J. et al. 2008)

Air pollution is a combination of long distance transportation, regional and local contributions.
To overcome limitations in computer power, many approaches use a nested modelling system
starting with a very coarse spatial resolution covering a larger part of the northern hemisphere.
Regional and finally local air pollution dispersal is added, using models tailored for these scales
and level of detail. Illustrative examples are given in the papers written by Borge et al. (2008) and
Brandt et al. (pers. comm.), showing maps of the different domains and spatial resolutions
applied (figure 6).

Figure 6: Different domains used in a nested atmospheric modelling approach: Northern
hemisphere – Europe – Denmark (Brandt et al., pers. comm.)
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Jimenez-Guerrero et al. (2008) evaluate annual high-resolution hourly simulations at 2km
resolution for the Barcelona greater area including the eastern part of the Pyrenees, against results
from meteorological and air quality measurement stations. Both maps and graphs are used to
illustrate the outcome, where modelled annual concentrations are displayed as coloured surfaces,
while coloured dots are used for measured values. Black contour lines give an impression of
topography and relief (figure 7). In the other map, arrows are used to give a good impression of
wind field in the area, together with ozone concentration levels. Keller et al. (2008) use the same
technique for a map on wind fields over Switzerland and surrounding.

Figure 7 - Left: Evaluation of the model results (2-km resolution) vs. measurement data for annual
model concentrations of the year 2004 (circles) for carbon monoxide [ mgm−3] (Jimenez-Guerrero
et al., 2008) Right: Ozone concentrations [mgm-3] and wind field vectors at ground-level over the
north-eastern Iberian Peninsula simulated with MM5-EMICAT2000-CMAQ on 14 August 2000, at
1100 UTC (Jimenez, et al., 2006)

Papers on GIS analysis of soil pollution patterns originating from transportation are rather scarce.
Zhang (2005) has published results of a research project on pollutant patterns in urban top soils
for the town and surroundings of Galway, Ireland. Relatively high concentrations of Cu, Pb and
Zn have been found in the city centre, old residential areas and along major traffic routes.
Compared to background values they show significant effects of traffic pollution. While lead
emissions from petrol will stop, Cu and Zn are mainly from tires and brakes and these emissions
are expected to continue. Besides the road network itself, Zhang computed a map of road density
for comparison with the extrapolated soil pollution maps, but did not take into account type and
amount of traffic on each road.

4.2.2 Endpoints ( population )
Apart from maps showing emission, dispersal and confrontation levels, some authors analyse
relationships to endpoints. In REFIT, results from the LOTOS EUROS concentration outputs are
confronted with a map of population density. They used a map on Urban Morphological Zones
(UMZ2000) (EEA data service & European Commission - DG JRC, Ispra, 2007), while others
use the disaggregated population data set produced by Gallego J. and Peedell S. (2001) using a
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population census of European communes for 2001. Both of these maps are based upon the
Corine Land Cover mapping, undertaken in the framework of the EEA Corine programme.
Opposite to this pan European approach, Jensen et al. (2006) model air quality and human
exposure along two motorways outside Copenhagen, Denmark. Due to highly detailed land use
data, population and address databases and traffic flow counts it has been possible to model and
map the number and distribution of the populations exposed to air pollution from traffic. Similar
work has been done, covering other small and medium size towns in Denmark (Jensen 1998).

Figure 8: Annual mean of NO2 in 2003 for all residential addresses within 1.000 m of the motorway
network in the former County of Roskilde (Jensen et al., 2006)
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Figure 9: Annual means of 1-h benzene concentrations (μg/m3) in the downtown area of the town of
Middelfart, Denmark, using the address point as indicator and the Danish Operational Street
Pollution Model (OSPM) for calculations (Jensen, 1998).

4.3 Noise
In many places, transportation contributes significantly to the overall noise pollution. Anyhow,
compared to air pollution only rather few studies and publications have approaches noise
emissions and impacts due to noise. Most of them are dealing with impacts related to the
population and re-creative activities, while knowledge about impacts on ecosystems seems to be
very scarce. During the survey, a few approaches on modelling noise emission and propagation
for the central areas of larger urban agglomerations have been found (Klæboe et al, 2006,
Kalinski et al., 2007). Klæboe et al. carried out a context sensitive noise impact mapping, taking
into account all noise sources within a distance of several tens of meters. The method requires
rather detailed spatial data and as been applied onto the city of Oslo, Norway, creating so called
neighbourhood soundscape quality areas.
Apart from the REFIT study (Borst, J. et al. 2008), at the moment there are no other noise maps
on a European scale, only big cities with more than 250.000 inhabitants should be mapped and
therefore these should be available all over Europe. The map shown in figure 10 is part of the
noise mapping activities of the German federal state of Hesse. Other maps available at their web
site cover noise for main road network for the entire state
(http://www.hlug.de/medien/laerm/kartierung_2007.htm). In addition to this, noise emissions
from railroads in assessed a major project regarding noise from main railway lines; the Germany
Federal Railway Agency has published the first maps covering Berlin and its surrounding
(http://www.eisenbahn-bundesamt.de/Service/laerm/laerm_start.htm).
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Figure 10: Noise map for Frankfurt a. M., Germany – for road traffic during the day
(http://www.hlug.de/medien/laerm/karten/htm/FFM_Str_Lden.htm (26.06.08))

In agglomerations lots of human beings with different behaviours and needs are coming together
for different targets like residents, workers etc.. In approaches found during the survey, the size
of the affected population has been used as indicator for impacts on human endpoints. REFIT
computed this for road traffic noise in Amsterdam (Borst, J. et al. 2008). Input for the model was
traffic volumes for different road categories and thus different road noise maps have been made
for each vehicle type (person cars, light duty and heavy duty) and category (urban roads and
motorways). On the basis of the noise map of the cases, a prototypical noise distribution has been
be derived (Borst, J. et al. 2008). Noise has a major impact on the re-creative value of green
(terrestrial) and blue (lakes, rivers and sea shore) areas and areas of outstanding scenic beauty.
Walz approaches this topic in his mapping of ‘recreation value’ for a study area in South-eastern
Germany (Walz, 2007). A map like the one shown in figure 11 could be relevant for mapping
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sensitive ecosystems, to the extent these data are available for all European Countries; the EEA is
about to collect them for the time being.

Figure 11: Map with National Parks (green), Nature Protection areas (grey) and Nature 2000 sites
for an area in North-eastern Germany (http://www.bfn.de/geoinfo/fachdaten_nsg (26.06.08))

4.4 Accidents
Publications found regarding mapping of accident risks due to transportation by road and rail fall
into two main groups – animal collisions and hazardous waste transport. Collisions between
especially passenger cars and larger mammals every year cause a significant number of human
casualties. Collisions are a function of vehicle speed and paths where mammals cross the roads
between their habitats. They pose a major threat to the people involved as well as it may divide
habitats and thus influence biodiversity and population size. In relation to Moose collisions in
Sweden, Seiler (2004 and 2005) and his colleagues studied road types, traffic intensity and speed
and related them to habitat distribution and structures (figure 12).
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Figure 12: Distribution of police-reported moose–vehicle collision sites during 1990–99 on the major
public road network in the two study areas in south-central Sweden (Seiler, 2005).

Brainard et al. (1996) and Lovet et al. (1997) modelled transport routes of hazardous waste
streams linked to the road network in Greater London and South-East England. Their paper aims
at visualizing how maps GIS can be applied within spatial risk analysis tasks. Vulnerability is
related to two endpoints – human population and groundwater vulnerability – as illustrated by the
two maps shown in figure 13 below. An overlay of these two maps give an indication of areas
more sensitive to impacts from waste transport compared to others. Comparison with existing and
predominantly used transport routes can provide an impression of potential sites of especially
high risk and major damages in case of an accident, i.e. areas being more sensitive than others to
actual transport streams.
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Figure 13: Maps of population distribution and groundwater vulnerability (Lovett et al., 1997)
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4.5 Biodiversity
Introduction
Mapping biodiversity has been highlighted as one of the most important goals for environment
protection, though the creation of a global biodiversity map is still not accomplished.
International efforts have been made to develop a global biodiversity geodatabase (Wilson, 2000)
from field records. A complementary methodology involves two main tasks: identification of
ecosystems, what can be done spatially through mapping habitats; and valuation of these habitats
in terms of biodiversity (Mancebo Quintana et al., 2007).
The European Union offers a classification of European habitats under the habitats directive and
in order to guide national mapping of the designated Natura 2000 sites. The Spanish Department
of Environment (DGBIO, 1995) mapped all habitats of Spain using this classification (figure 14).
These habitat maps have been produced using detailed national map data, air photos and field
observations. In relation to biodiversity, the EEA identified the more threatened habitats so as to
be protected by means of the habitat directive and Natura 2000 network. Hence, Natura 2000
network is an excellent base for the identification of the more diverse zones in Europe.

Figure 14: Spanish Natura 2000 sites: SCIs and SPAs (Spanish Department of Environment
(DGBIO, 1995)).

The following paragraphs focus on three case studies regarding biodiversity or related indicators
tested in extensive territories. Other intersting examples found during the survey are those for
Europe by Verboom et al. (2007), Spain by Marulli et al. (2005) and India by Roy et al. (2005).
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Figure 15: European Natura 2000 sites from European Topic Centre on Biological Diversity
(http://biodiversity.eionet.europa.eu/activities/Natura_2000/documentation)
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Case study 1 – Spanish biodiversity
Mancebo Quintana et al. (2007) elaborated a new environmental quality cartographic model of
Spain using ecological variables. This GIS model is based on variables that should avoid
dependency on human perception. Main variables are thus land cover and habitat patches related
to biodiversity. It is possible to complete this map with other maps, e. g. landscape perception or
soil quality, to determinate the environmental quality of the territory. The main application of this
map is to assist in environmental evaluation processes of both projects and plans.
Source data:
• A map of habitats (in this case the map of Spanish habitats was used) (Ministerio de
Medio Ambiente, 1995).
• Land use maps (in this case the Corine Land Cover 2000 map was used) (EEA, 2000).
Methodology:
In this approach, biodiversity was measured as the multiplication between the degree of
naturalness and species richness. The degree of naturalness is considered as the existing area of
natural ecosystems and the species richness is the number of different species present in an
ecosystem.
As a consequence of the non-existence of a sufficiently detailed inventory of distribution of
species and the relative abundance inside every habitat patch at the European level, a very
simplified model had to be used. This approach does not contemplate the spatial distribution of
the individuals for the species –equity- as other indexes of biodiversity do, for example Shannon
Index. Neither the model contemplated the measure of the number of individuals, i.e., the total
biomass present in every unit studied -abundance-. Likewise, species richness was weighted for
every habitat, considering that all habitats are equally valuable. The application of the model on
Spain resulted in Natural Quality map based on biodiversity defined as a combination of species
richness and naturalness.
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Figure 16: Species richness, Naturalness and Environmental quality maps of Spain (Mancebo
Quintana et al., 2007)

Case study 2 – Australian connectivity
The removal, alteration and fragmentation of habitat in many parts of the world have led to a loss
of biodiversity. Within the prevailing societal limitations the process is not easily reversed.
Attempts are being made to minimise the fragmentation of remaining habitat by strategically
reversing or managing habitat loss and removal of barriers. Although their relative usefulness is a
topic of debate among ecologists, habitat corridors are seen as one way of maintaining spatially
dependent ecological processes within landscapes where habitat has been seriously depleted.
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Figure 17: Generic link value grid for New South Wales, Australia, (Drielsma et al. 2007)

Main ecological functions of corridors are their contribution to keep up sustainable populations
including the exchange of genes and resource access or the colonisation of vacant patches.
We present a spatial habitat modelling methodology for evaluating the contribution and potential
contribution of connecting paths to landscape connectivity. We have developed the spatial links
tool (SLT), which maps link value across a region. The SLT combines connectivity measures
from metapopulation ecology with the least cost path algorithm from graph theory, and can be
applied to continuously variable landscape data. Combined with expert judgement, link value
maps can be used to delineate habitat corridors. The approach capitalises on some synergies
between ecological relevance and computational efficiency to produce an easily applied heuristic
tool that has been successfully applied in NSW Australia. (Drielsma et al. 2007)
Case study 3 – Biodiversity in Canada
Biodiversity considerations in conservation system planning include three main criteria:
representation, special elements, and focal species. A GIS-based approach utilizing simple
models was used to assess existing biophysical data relative to these criteria for conservation
system planning in Nova Scotia, Canada, with potential utility in applications elsewhere.
Representative samples of natural landscapes were identified on the basis of size ($10 000 ha)
and degree of naturalness (natural cover, uneven-aged forests, low or zero road density). Special
elements were selected, including hotspots of diversity and rarity, critical habitat for species at
risk, significant wetlands, old and unique forests, and eco-sites.
Habitat requirements of viable populations of focal species (American moose, American marten,
and Northern Goshawk) were identified using species distribution data, habitat suitability, and
population viability analyses. Priority core areas for biodiversity conservation system planning
were identified on the basis of these three sets of criteria.
Key areas of habitat connectivity were delineated by selecting the least-cost paths for focal
species between relevant core areas through cost–distance analyses based on habitat suitability,
road density, and minimum corridor width. Collectively, these biodiversity considerations
indicate that ;60% of Nova Scotia, including 32% in core areas, should be managed for
conservation objectives to maintain genes, species, and ecosystems over time.
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Although data and modelling limitations require that our analysis of richness and diversity,
habitat suitability, population viability, and core area selection be verified, the area calculations
and other results are consistent with those in similar studies. Consequently, the system design and
other information generated are useful for local and regional biodiversity conservation planning
and management, and the methodological approach is of potential use in other regions where the
necessary field-based data may be made available.
Source data:
• Distribution maps for focal species
• Map of significant ecological sites
• Map of old and unique forests
• Map of road density
Methodology:
A methodology was developed in which the three tracks of representation, special elements, and
focal species were assessed separately and then combined to identify priority areas for
biodiversity conservation, similar to those described by Noss et al. (1999a, b).

Figure 18: Natural landscapes, protected areas and proposed core areas (Beazley et al. 2002)

The authors defined and collected the data required to assess the three tracks (Beazley et al.
2002). A small suite of focal species was selected on the basis of previous assessments (Beazley
1998, Beazley et al. 2002, Snaith and Beazley 2002) and the suitability of data sets. Using these
and other data they conducted separate assessments of representation, special elements, and focal
species to identify conservation priorities. Then they overlaid these three sets of priority sites and
identified core areas where overlap occurred. They delineated connectivity among these core
areas on the basis of least-cost paths and habitat effectiveness for focal species. Finally, the
combination of core areas and connectivity has been carried out to delineate the spatial
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configuration for biodiversity conservation. The end product was a map of biodiversity hot spots
in Nova Scotia. (Beazley et al. 2005)
Discussion and conclusions
Several references have been studied in search of good practices to help on the establishment of a
methodology to yield a European biodiversity map. Some of the examples encountered are
probably not applicable to this extensive territory because the information and effort needed
could overpass the resources of this project. E. g, Saura et al. (2007), present a methodology to
obtain connectivity -an indicator of biodiversity- that needs species specific parameters.
Schneider et al. (2005) shows how land take can impact a taxonomic group, butterflies. As the
number of potential species and broader taxa affected by transport in Europe is enormous, these
methodologies seem inapplicable. Other authors (Flemmons et al. 2007; Stockwell et al. 2006;
Remm 2004) use field records from inventories, moreover there are tools to assist this type of
approach (Guralnick et al. 2006). In general, these sources are spatially coarse and the amount of
information varies greatly among different territories, in consequence the resulting map could be
unbalanced.
• Successful methodologies for obtaining a biodiversity map in extensive territories are
already developed and hence it should be plausible to accomplish this task for the
European Union.
• The studied methodological frameworks share a focus on functional and structural
parameters of the landscape based on ecological theories.
• In some cases field data of focus species is used to generate a better result.
• The spatial component of biodiversity data is widely highlighted and Geographic
Information Systems are a common tool for performing successfully biodiversity data
management and analysis.

4.6 Good practices in landscape mapping
The process of landscape evaluation is currently recognized as a powerful, interdisciplinary and
environmental research tool. It provides a basis for perceiving a study area as a system of
interrelated territorial units with specific environmental characteristics. Within the framework of
this project, where the identification of the European Transport Sensitive Areas is a must, there is
a strong need to develop effective methods for generation and integration of European datasets on
land use and environment.
There is shown a short description of three landscape mapping works developed in broad scales.
The concepts and methodologies implemented in order to identify the units of the different
landscape systems constitute a useful basis for the further efforts that will be done by ASSET
partners in the field of landscape mapping. The three works summarized are:
Landscape catalogues of Catalonia
The 7 landscape catalogues of Catalonia (Nogué & Salas, 2006) are documents of a technical
nature. They are conceived as tools for planning and management of the landscape from the
perspective of territorial planning.
The landscape study is based on the analysis of landscape units, which allows to understand and
visualise the general structure and functioning of the territory and diversity of landscape in each
of the seven territorial planning regions in which the region is divided, so that the landscape units
express the large range of landscapes existing in each of the seven territorial regions and, in
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general, in Catalonia. The final result, having defined the units, will constitute an identification of
the basic items in the rich and diverse landscape mosaic in Catalonia.
This work considers the landscape units are portions of land sharing the same nature, that is, they
are characterised by a set of features which contribute to making one landscape different from
another, and in no way better or worse. Thus, the landscape units in the catalogues are based,
principally, on the elements that structure the territory (mountains, rivers, the road network) and
on its organisation (agricultural, forest or urban land), but considering at the same time that this
landscape has some specific dynamic features which have contributed – and do contribute – to
shaping its present image (irreversible development processes, agricultural transformations, etc.)
and a cultural tradition and particular history, difficult to identify with the simple superimposing
of cartographic layers.
The six landscape variables used to define the landscape units are:
-

-

The physiographical factors and, particularly, the relief.
The use and cover of the land, a study of which enables the characteristic spatial layout
of each landscape to be identified.
The historical dimension of the landscape, that is to say, the human factor as the
principal transforming agent of the landscape from a historical perspective. The structure
of the landscape, analysed from the ecology of the landscape through calculation of
indices of diversity or fragmentation of the landscape.
The study of visibilities and, therefore, the view of the landscape.
Detection of recent dynamics and immediate trends. The definition of the units must be
based also on long-lasting landscape elements, to ensure that the catalogues are valid for a
long time.
The feeling of the place. Landscape is much more than a set of natural, aesthetic
components or the result of historical and social-economic factors which have intervened
in the territory.

The landscape catalogues take into account the continuity of the landscapes where they border
other autonomous communities and neighbouring European States. The results obtained by the
landscape units at this limits are compared with other landscape classification initiatives such as
the Atlas de los Paisajes de España, prepared by the central Ministry of the Environment (Mata &
Sanz, 2003),and the land use map Corine Land Cover (2000) on a scale of 1:100,000, prepared by
the European Environment Agency in 2004. This cartography is a key factor in defining the
landscape units where Catalonia borders other Spanish and European regions.
As well as the landscape units, the catalogues provide for a second level of analysis (called the
‘special attention landscape’) reserved for those cases where it is necessary to record the
existence of landscape sectors with very singular features, but of very little territorial extension.
Landscape Quality Map of Spain
This work (Otero et al., 2007) produced a landscape quality map which would allow this variable,
along with information of vegetation, geology and soils, etc. To be integrated into planning
process.
The starting point was the digital version of the Atlas de los Paisajes de España (Atlas of Spanish
Landscapes) (Mata & Sanz, 2003), which recognizes 24 large landscape associations. However,
this work is descriptive: it provides no appraisal of the quality of these landscapes. This work
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provides this appraisal, thus affording the necessary data for the production of a landscape quality
map for the whole country.
The classification criterion used in order to set a base for the classification of the landscape units
deals with the manner in which a set of characteristics of the landscape features present in each of
the landscape units. The characteristics are:
-

Types of relief (complex, rounded volumes, mountain and valleys, mountains and rocky
areas, mountain ranges, mesetas, rolling countryside, wide and narrow valleys, plain,
coastline)
Types of altitude (very high: >2000 m, high: 1600-2000 m, moderate 800-1600 m,
medium: 800-1600 m , low: 400-800m, very low: <400 m).
Types of position, influence (oceanic, mediterranean, atlantic-subatlantic, coastal areas,
insulated from external influences)
Types of land use (forest –trees-, forest –shrubs-, agricultural, stock raising)
Types of population areas (extensive, small concentrated, small disperse, urbanindustrial, urban-touristic)

The landscape associations and groups were evaluated by a panel of experts in two stages:
- Stage 1: the 24 landscape associations were assigned a value on a scale of 1-10, where 1 =
low quality and 10 = excellent quality.
- Stage 2: each landscape group was assigned a value on a scale of 0 to 3.
The final value of each landscape group is given by the expression:
VF = VA ± [(VA x Vg )/30],
Where
VF = is the final value for the landscape
VA = is the association value
Vg = is the value of the group within the association
Thus, the absolute value assigned to each association is qualified by the value of each landscape
group, such that, in the most favorable scenario VF would increase by one point (one class) on
the 1-10 scale. In the worst case scenario it would fall by one point.
The map produced (fig1) with this methodology was found to be valid for producing landscape
quality maps at the national scale. In fact it has already been used in the strategic environmental
evaluation associated with the Spanish Strategic Infrastructure and Transport Plan 2000-2020.
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Figure 19: A landscape quality map of mainland Spain and the Balearic Islands (Otero et al., 2007)

GIS based classification and mapping of European Rusia
This study (Lioubimtseva & Defourny, 1999) intended to compile a broad-scale environmental
frame of European Russia, which can be useful for a wide range of users, such as climate, socioeconomic, or biodiversity modellers, land-use planners, students, etc.
In the present work, the authors consider that there is a strong need to develop effective methods
for generation and integration of national and regional data sets on land use and environment, and
linking them to adequate frames of territorial sampling. Furthermore, they consider that these
tasks may be solved only by Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are capable of
handling and manipulating considerable amounts of spatial data.
The initial phase of this study required assembling, storing and bringing to the same format
various data on the landscape components. All cartographic data were stored and processed in an
Arc/Info GIS environment.
The proposed method of landscape mapping suggests the following steps:
1. Topological overlay of thematic layers of landscape criteria, analyses of their
resultant combinations, screening out polygons below the representative landscape
level. The following thematic layers were created:
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a. climatic parameters;
b. relief (six classes);
c. typological subdivisions of climax vegetation (48 types);
d. pedological types and genetic groups (41),
e. phytomass (seven classes);
f. mortmass (nine classes),
g. vegetation production (seven classes);
h. hydrological network;
i. urban centres,
j. transport network, and
k. land-use categories (25).
The authors point that the inclusion of DEM would have been desirable, which would
have enabled analyses of slope and elevation on landscape pattern.
2. Aggregating landscape polygons into groups corresponding to the higher hierarchical
level.
3. Linking legends of primary data and generating new landscape maps and legends.
This cycle of procedures is repeated at each hierarchical level of the classification. These levels
are:
-

Climatic level with three systems and seven subsystems;
Landform level, which intersected with climaticlevel gives nine classes and 16 subclasses;
Ecosystem level with 22 types and 68 subtypes;
Human impacts level, where intersects of subtypes
and groups with 25 land-use categories yield 286 different landscape units.

Conclusions
- Landscape cartography constitute a valuable instrument for the incorporation of landscape
into planning and is a key element in facilitating the connection between transport,
territorial and urban planning
-

The classification of the territory in landscape units is a widely used methodology in
landscape mapping. These units are obtained overlaying the information of landscape
characteristics which include structural, functional and historical criteria.

-

The generation and integration of data sets on land use and environment, and linking them
to adequate frames of territorial sampling is a task that may be solved only by Geographic
Information Systems (GIS).

-

These are examples of broad scale woks in landscape mapping, but the challenge of
obtaining a landscape map for the whole Europe comprises the collection of big amounts
of input data, which is hardly affordable. However, a landscape map based in GIS
information available at European level, could be a good approximation and a good first
step for the inclusion of landscape aspects in European transport policies.
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4.7 Recreation and tourism
Places and activities where people can ‘recharge their batteries’ are becoming increasingly
important for human health as well as sources of income for the local population. In general there
can be made a distinction between tourists staying over night, and (near-)recreational activities
taking less than one day. Furthermore, tourists are understood as people traveling abroad to other
countries or at least other parts of their country. During the survey, only one article on recreation
and mapping was found. Syrbe (2007) and colleagues assessed changes in recreation values du to
landscape changes in a study area in South-Eastern Germany and published their findings on an
interactive Web-GIS. Further publications on this work can be found in Walz (2007).
Figure 19 shows the tourism intensity (per km2) in the EU. The source of this map does not
clearly state what data are used. It seems that NUTS3-data are used (1154 regions in Europe) and
the tourism intensity is defined as tourists per surface area. However, the data behind this figure
are not available form EUROSTAT. As can be seen the often visited areas are coastal regions
(including island) and Alpine regions – and also large urban areas (like Paris, Vienna London,
Stockholm etc.) where there is not necessarily a contradiction between attractiveness to tourists
and heavy transport loads. In the North of Sweden and Finland, however, there are little tourists –
reflecting the low population density in these areas. In contrast, the UK, the Netherlands and
parts of Germany are highly frequented partly due to their high population densities which are
reflected in business trips and short distance tourism. Other maps for beds per inhabitant or nights
per inhabitant show that the new eastern member states (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia) have relatively little tourism compared to the
old member states. In contrast, the islands Malta and Cyprus see a lot of tourists.
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Figure 20: Tourism intensity (tourists per km2) in the EU (DG Enterprise (2002): Using natural and
cultural heritage for the development of sustainable tourism in non-traditional tourism destinations,
Europe's natural & cultural wealth, p.21.)

On a European scale data on tourism are commonly available from EUROSTAT for
administrative units at the so called NUTS31 regional level, or at least at the NUTS2-level. On a
more local scale more data should be available, for example per community from the national
bureaus of statistics. Compared to other spatially detailed data on transport, the NUTS3-regions
however are often quite large and therefore not really suited for the purpose at hand. The tourism
1

NUTS = nomenclature of territorial units for statistics - EUROSTAT.
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intensity in a certain NUTS3-region might only be high because there are a lot of tourists in one
part of the region. Thus transport infrastructures and volumes in other parts of the region do not
cause a problem for the tourists (they might even benefit from it as the touristy part of the area
can be more easily accessible).
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5

General discussion and perspectives
5.1 State-of-the-art

The first part of the literature scan focussed on peer-reviewed publications, resulting in 44 journal
articles. A common track for almost all of the articles found was a targeted approach with focus
on minor areas and in-depth studies of limited problems. This might be due to the fact that these
are scientific papers published in journals, typically reporting one step at a time. In fact, only one
of the papers originated from an EU research project – TRENDS - and no other references to peer
reviewed papers could be found within the list of deliverables from the Web sites of the projects
under consideration: TRENDS, TEN-STAC, TRANS-TOOLS or REFIT.
However, the survey has been limited to papers covering sensitivity or vulnerability AND GIS or
mapping AND transport or traffic. A broader search on sensitivity would have lead to many more
papers, as the number of hits within this topic indicates, but the outcome would have been rather
widespread and thus not targeted at the aims of ASSET. It has been the aim of this task to cover
main and inspiring approaches rather than doing a wall to wall mapping of all publications and
existing approaches. This would clearly have derailed this task, and anyway quite a good number
of interesting mapping examples showed up.
As examples on ‘best practice’ regarding a pan European mapping of (transport) sensitive areas
and impacts caused by transport activities could only to a minor extent be found in the structured
scan of peer reviewed articles using ‘ISI Web of Science’, other publications had to be found and
withdrawn. It showed up, that main sources for broad approaches mainly could be found in the
area of applied science and integrated research projects. Thus good additional examples could be
found within reports from EU research projects and from development of spatial indicators by
different organisations and bodies.
Overall, a number of general conclusion and lessons emerged from the survey:
• All publications evaluated used maps as means of illustrating results and documenting the
work process. A few publications used different ways of presenting maps
• No publications were found on how to used maps as means of communication, discussing
communicative relationships between sender (map) and receiver (reader).
• Furthermore, many maps had only poor or non-comprehensive legends attached and in
several cases the readability was limited due to bad reproduction – not only in this report
by in the original publication too. Many maps did not mention the scale and projection
used, so it is not possible for the reader to decide whether area sizes are consistent all over
the map. This was especially the case for maps in peer reviewed articles.
• Several times the methods and data used to produce the results and maps have not been
clearly documented, making it impossible to the reader to understand and review whether
the results presented by maps look accurate.
• The overwhelming transport mode addressed in the peer-reviewed papers is road
transport, even though the applied research projects more less deal with all modes and
both goods and passengers.
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•

•

Air pollution was clearly in focus, as it was addressed in almost half of the articles from
the survey. Anyway, the majority of these papers have a rather narrow approach, working
on either a very small study area. Many papers are on emissions in general, or regarding
general impacts and measures to limit air pollution and emissions from transportation.
They do not address local problems in a broader context, as is needed in ASSET where
focus is on extraordinary measures and relations to sensitive areas.
Almost all maps and approaches reviewed consider impacts from existing infrastructure.
Maps assessing transport sensitive areas regardless of the location of infrastructure are
rather scarce, examples found are those on population density and on groundwater
vulnerability. Some of the biodiversity maps can be interpreted that way too.

5.2 Geographical data sets available at EU-level
The aim of this task is to provide an overview of existing sets of geo-referenced data that
potentially may be relevant for mapping of transport sensitive areas and impacts due to
transportation. Most of the data accessible already exist at NERI, while others are rather new and
have to be added to the databases. A spreadsheet has been produced in order to provide an
overview and collect the most important metadata. This is mainly the data source, organisation
responsible for and providing the data and accessibility and copyright issues. Furthermore, the
geographical coverage and spatial resolution of each set of data has been documented. For many
data sets the spreadsheet contains hyperlinks- pointing at web-pages with additional information
and in-depth metadata.
A very brief overview tells that data regarding land use, land cover, elevation and derived data
like population density and slopes are available in very high spatial detail, i.e. 100m resolution,
for most of the EU-countries. Maps on roads and railway lines cover most of the paved streets in
Europe (EU28) at a level of detail comparable to maps in 1:250.000. Furthermore roads include
supplemental information on road class, type of pavement and tunnels, and railways are divided
into main types. From the recently finished EU FP6 project TRANS-TOOLS exist and ASSET is
about to gain access to both main transportation networks and flow data generated by the project.
Statistical data for the entire EU countries is provided by EUROSTATS at different levels of
administrative units. Data for ASSET should at least be referred to the NUTS3 level – counties.
Data on meteorological conditions and air pollution are usually not available at the same high
degree of spatial resolution, and thus coarser mapping has to be expected.
For further information, please refer to appendix 7.2 and to a separate spreadsheet and the
metadata available by following the hyperlinks provided herein.
Main sources of relevant geo-data are:
• EEA data service (http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/)
• EuroGeographics, an organisation representing nearly all European National
Mapping and Cadastral Agencies (NMCAs).
http://www.eurogeographics.org/eng/01_about.asp.
• EUROSTAT http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu
• EEA EUNIS GIS-tools: Live maps and data: http://eunis.eea.europa.eu/gis-tool.jsp
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5.3 Perspectives
Impacts from human activities and related environmental problems have gained increasing
awareness by stakeholders and the public. Methods and tools for application within
environmental impact assessment are getting more in focus and special attention is being paid to
the geographical implication of these problems. In transport impact assessment, this is clearly
reflected by an increasing number of research tasks using GIS techniques. One example are the
latest EU research projects, like TRANS-TOOLS, putting main effort on spatial modelling of
transport activities. Furthermore, the sensitiveness with respect to impacts varies considerably
throughout an area too. GIS tools have been tailored to oppose impacts and sensitivity in a spatial
context.
GIS modelling and mapping are about to become increasingly common as an effective and easy
to understand way of presenting and communicating complex environmental phenomena to the
public and stakeholders. This is supported by development of advanced GIS tool for spatial
analysis and large, pan European databases. As most of the real worlds phenomena do have a
spatial component, it is very important to include a geographical reference when collecting data.
These geo-references can be made in different ways by using geographical coordinates, links to
administrative units, addresses or others. The table on existing geo-data available for pan
European mapping documents the great effort that already has been made in this area.
On the other hand, holes are still to be identified and filled as it showed up that a number of data
sets are still missing for some countries, and others are in process but not yet available. The level
of detail is often targeted at a broad continental application, with less detail than national sets of
geo-data as they are available for local or regional applications and case studies. Furthermore,
lots of data still exist only at the national or even regional agencies and need further collection,
coordination and structuring towards common European data sets.
As real world phenomena usually develop through time, another important issue is related to the
temporal dimension of data storage and analysis. Besides graphs on development, maps provide
en excellent tool to visualise what is happening where, to highlight areas of major or rapid
changes which might need special attention.
Mapping provides a powerful tool to visualise conflicting areas and hot spots. It is possible to
distinguish between areas affected by general regulations and areas of high sensitivity to local
impacts, which may require extraordinary measures. Attention has to be paid to the fact, that
good maps are easy to read and thus can communicate strong messages. For dissemination this
means that maps inherit the potential of being ‘manipulated’ in almost all thinkable ways to make
the reader perceive the message the author likes to send.
The survey and the examples provided underpin the general recognition, that spatial, GIS-based
analysis and maps provide important tools to visualise spatial and temporal phenomena and
changes. The many not very well-suited examples highlight, that the science of mapping and map
communication need much more attention in order to target maps with respect to the audience for
proper communication. For this purpose, well-considered use of map layout techniques like scale,
colours, symbols and legends is needed.
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7

Appendices
7.1 ASSET WP3 task 3.1 - literature survey
7.1.1 Search strings applied
Databases=Web of Science, WCI
Timespan=Latest 5 Years

ASSET #1
#13 2188
#12 6123
#11 997
#10 1492
#9 3075
#8 36546
#7 24738
#6 95107
#5 4086
#4 5628
#3 100000
#2 2001
#1 40901

GIS - map
("geographic information system" or GIS) and map*
("geographic information system" or GIS)
("geographic information system" and GIS)
("geographic information system")
(spatial modelling)
(spatial model*)
(spatial analysis)
(visual*)
(atlas)
(GIS)
(map*)
(map* and GIS)
(mapping)

ASSET #2
#6 537000
#5 1907
#4 17977
#3 19644
#2 2903
#1 8326

Sensitivity - Vulnerability - Ecosystem
(vulnerab* ecosystem*)
(sensitiv* ecosystem*)
(sensitiv* area*)
(vulnerab*)
(vulnerab* area*)
(sensitive area*)

ASSET #6
#18 115

Transport - Environment - Sensitivity
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS or map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or emission*)
and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*))
((transport* or traffic*) and emission*)
((traffic* and emission*))

#17 2623
#16 29410
#15 8240
#14 1128
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#13
#12
#11
#10
#9
#8
#7
#6
#5
#4
#3
#2
#1

7371
5610
13867
3351
10038
2354
8340
2099
1223
2606
29246
5890
100000

ASSET #8
#13 448
#12 25
#11 261
#10 510
#9
#8
#7
#6
#5

1
8
15
5
65

#4

13

#3

116

#2

265

#1

29655

((transport* and emission*))
(transport* and traffic*)
((transport* or traffic*) and environment*)
((transport* or traffic*) and pollution*)
((transport* or traffic*) and impact*)
(transport* pollution*)
(transport* impact*)
(traffic* impact*)
(traffic* pollution*)
(traffic* environment*)
(traffic*)
(transport* environment)
(transport*)
Transport / traffic - Sensitive / vulnerability - GIS / map
((transport* or traffic*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS or map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*) and GIS and mapping)
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*) and (GIS))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*) and (GIS or map))
((rail*) and (noise*) and (GIS map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (noise*) and (GIS map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (human health) and (GIS map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or emission*)
and (GIS map*))
(((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*) and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and ( geographic information system or
GIS) and map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or emission*)
and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*) and (GIS or map*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or emission*)
and (sensitiv* or vulnerab*))
((transport* or traffic*) and (environment* or pollution* or impact* or
emission*))
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7.1.2 Evaluation table
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x

Garcia-Montero, L. G., I. Otero Pastor, et al. (2007).

x

Gheorghe, A. V., J. Birchmeier, et al. (2005).
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Gordian, M. E., S. Haneuse, et al. (2006).
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Gulliver, J. and D. J. Briggs (2005).
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7.2 Overview of existing pan European maps and geo-data
Dataset identification
Title

Other dataset information’s
Topic category

Title of the dataset

Access rights
& restrictions

Format

Scale / spatial
resolution

Attribute data Base year
mapped

Defines
access rights
for the
dataset

Defines
exchange
format

Gives a rough
Classified data / data
value of accuracy format for continuous data
of the dataset; e.g.
2500000 means
dataset has an
accuracy suitable
for use at scale
1:2.5 million at
best

Geographic coverage
Geographic position
bounding box of the
dataset

Base maps
Land use / land cover
Corine land cover (CLC1990) 100 m
Land Cover
Corine land cover (CLC1990) 250 m
Land Cover
Corine land cover (CLC2000) 100 m
Land Cover
Corine land cover (CLC1990) 250 m
Land Cover
Corine land cover changes 100 m (CLC1990 - CLC2000)

EEA perm.
EEA perm.
EEA perm.
EEA perm.
EEA perm.

TIFF
TIFF
TIFF
TIFF
TIFF

100m
250M
100M
250M
100m

45 LULC
45 LULC
45 LULC
45 LULC
45 LULC

1990
1990
2000
2000

not CH, NO, SE, FI, UK
not CH, NO, SE, FI, UK
not CH & NO
not CH & NO
not CH, NO, SE, FI, UK

Corine land cover (CLC1990) Switzerland

EEA perm.

TIFF

250m

14 LULC

1990

CH

2000

not CH & NO

1990

Coastal zone of Belgium,
Bulgaria, Denmark,
Estonia, France,
Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Slovenia,
Spain

Land Cover

Corine land cover 2000 coastline, with
EEA perm.
Polyline
detailed descriptions on the environment and
type of coastal areas
Corine land cover 1990 (CLC1990) and Corine land cover changes 1975-1990 in a 10 km zone
around the coast of Europe
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Urban morphological zones 1990
(UMZ1990) - F2v0
Urban morphological zones 1990
(UMZ1990) - F2v0
Urban morphological zones 2000
(UMZ2000) - F1v0
Urban morphological zones 2000
(UMZ2000) - F1v0
Urban morphological zones changes
1990-2000 (UMZ1990-2000) - F1v0
Green urban areas within urban
morphological zones (2000) - version
12/2005
PELCOM - Pan-European Land Use and Land Cover
Land Cover Monitoring
Population
Population density disaggregated with
Corine land cover 2000
Nature Protection
Natura2000
EIONET - Natura2000
Nationally designated areas

Population

1km

EEA

ERSI-GRID

17 LULC

1996

Europe

Integer

2000

not CH & NO

protected areas
Polygon GIS
data:,Belgium, Bosnia
and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Denmark,
Estonia, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Monaco,
Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Romania,
Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Sweden,
Switzerland
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Elevation model - SRTM
Elevation

terrain

Slope / gradient

terrain

Terrain morphology

terrain

Soil types
SOIL GEOGRAPHICAL DATABASE OF Soil
EURASIA
The ESDB v2 - 1kmx1km Raster Library Soil
The ESDB v2 - 1kmx1km Raster version Soil

Public
domain
Public
domain
Public
domain

GRID

100M

continuous

2007

Europe

GRID

100M

continuous

2007

Europe

GRID

100M

continuous

2007

Europe

JRC
permission
JRC
permission
JRC
permission

V

1:1.000.000

2001

Eurasia

GRID

1km

EU25 +

GRID

1km

EU25 +

EuroRegionalMap
Lake /pond :

Land use

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Lakes

Land use

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Rivers / streams

Land use

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Wetland

Land use

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Snow/Ice

Land use

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

National park / nature reserve:

protected areas

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified
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EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.

Railway:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

railway types

Railway station:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Road:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

road
categories

Ferry crossing:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Pier/ Wharf / Quay:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Airport /Airfield:

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

Heliport (Helicopter landing):

transport

Eurostat

V

1:250.000

classified

transport

special
permission

V

Transport infrastructure & flows
Routes and flows from Trans-tools project

Derived data (EEA)
Designated areas under pressure from
EEA
250m
railways
Designated areas under pressure from roads
EEA
250m
Illegal operational oil discharges in designated European MARPOL 73/78 special sea areas (2000–2004)
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EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.
EU28, besides Bulgaria,
plus Norway,
Switzerland and
Lichtenstein.

Spatial reference units
Administrative units
NUTS Administrative land accounting units

Nomenclature of
territorial units
for statistics

V

Europe Level 1 Provinces
EEA reference grids

EEA

EMEP grid

2007

V
V

1,10,50,100km

V

150km & 50km

EU-25, EFTA, CC-3,
Aral Sea, North
Atlantic and North
Pole

Other maps
ESRI european maps (from ArcGIS DVD)

Legend:
Eurostat
EEA perm.

Permission required, available for EU-projects on request (NERI about to send Data Request
Form to Eurostat)
Available on request from EEA (NERI has gained access)

EEA

Free from EEA data service

JRC
permission

Available on request from JRC (NERI has gained access)

References:
EEA: Geographic Information Standards - Standards for metadata, coordinate systems, grids and coding lists
European Environment Agency – Metadata Standard for Geographic Information (EEA-MSGI)
Contents of the GISCO reference database
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Auxiliary data:
Dataset identification
Title

Reference
system
Name

Topic category

Title of the dataset

Distribution
information

Dataset
version

Name

Originator

Processor

Access rights &
restrictions

Version of
the dataset

Name of reference
system

Information
about
intellectual
creator (person
and/or
organisation
with intellectual
rights) of the
dataset

The technical
producer or
processor of
the data

Defines access
rights for the
dataset

Meteorology
Meteo. data

MM5
calculated

WindAtlas
Air pollution *)
hourly immissiondata

EURAD calculated

Eurostat
Population
Tourism
….

Cultural heritage
UNESCO world heritage sites

whcen

(UNESCO)

map for each member State ???

*) Katrin (IER) We have quite a number of data, but need more information about requirements in ASSET.
My colleague Jochen Theloke is the head of section air pollution control. Maybe you can contact him for further information
jochen.theloke@ier.uni-stuttgart.de
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7.3 Recommendations for common map exchange formats
•
•
•
•

Data exchange format: ESRI (shape, grid/imagine)
Projection: LAEA 5210
Datum: ETRS89
Data frame: EU-25 + CC-3

Further reference:
• Guide to geographical data and maps, version 2.0 EEA (2006)
(http://www.eionet.eu.int/gis)
• The EEA Map Service Developer’s guide
• EEA reference grids
(http://dataservice.eea.europa.eu/dataservice/metadetails.asp?id=760)

7.4 Cartography and map design - books and WWW-sites
There are lots of Web-sites on GIS, cartography and mapping.
Two persons to start with could be Lars Brodersen (DK) and Menno-Jan Kraak (NL):
Prof.dr. M.J. Kraak - University of Utrecht, NL
This book is being used in cartography courses at Danish Universities:
Kraak, M.J og Ormeling, F.J. "Cartography. Visualization of Geospatial data", 2.ed., Pearson
Education Limited, 2003.
Another book with focus on Web-cartography is this, with interactive web-pages and lots of
examples on the Web:
Kraak, M. J. and A. Brown, Eds. (2000). Web Cartography - developments and prospects.
London, Taylor & Francis. see http://kartoweb.itc.nl/webcartography/webbook/
(go to the web-site and click on <enter here> to get into the web-pages.)
Lars Brodersen - Aalborg University, DK
Lars is associated professor, dr.sc.techn. in Geo-communication and geo-information:
http://www.land.auc.dk/~lars/
One of his books is available for free:
'Maps as communication - theory and methodology in cartography'
(translation into English of 'Kort som kommunikation').
Book, 89 pp., Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen, 2001
ISBN 87-7866-308-3
download from here: http://www.land.aau.dk/~lars/documents/Maps_as_Communication.pdf
Furthermore, take a look at this:
'Something for the eye (sometimes)' , examples of 'bad' or misleading cartography'
see: http://www.land.auc.dk/~lars/somethingfortheeye.htm

